Given a site T , that is, a category equipped with a fixed Grothendieck topology, we provide a definition of fibration for morphisms of the presheaves on T . We verify that the notion is well-behaved with respect to composition, base change, and exponentiation, and is trivial on the topos of sheaves. We compare our definition to that of Kan fibration in the semisimplicial setting. Also we show how we can obtain a notion of fibration on our ground site T and investigate the resulting notion in certain ring-theoretic situations.
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Basic notions
Let p : E -*• B be a map (that is, natural transformation) of presheaves. We define DEFINITION. The map p is a (weak) fibration if the following diagram in SoX& is (weak) cartesian:
E(U)
• B(U)
f o r e v e r y c o v e r i n g {{/.
->•£/} i n T .
If
As usual we also define
DEFINITION. X i s a (weak) fibrant object in [_T°, Set6] if X •* e is a (weak) fibration. [e is the final object of [T , SeXi] ; e(U) = {*} for all U in ob(D .)
We have three immediate trivialities.
FACTS. 1 Every isomorphism is a fibration.
2 A morphism of sheaves is a fibration.
3 X is (weak) fibrant iff X is a (weak) sheaf.
Weak sheaf is the "dual" notion to separated presheaf; that i s , i t means the canonical map of sets
X(U) -k e r f j T * (^) Z T T X[u t x U.)} = H°(^ -U), X)
is epic for all coverings {u. -*• U] in T . (We freely use the above cohomological abbreviation in the following.)
We now check the desired stability properties. is a cartesian square in [T , Stti] .
PROPOSITION 1. If p : E + B is a (weak) fibration, and f : B' •+ B is arbitrary then p' : E x B' •* B' is a (weak) fibration where
Proof. Let \U. >• U> be a covering; we check
First observe that pullbacks in \T , Stti] are computed pointwise; 
since /' is a projection onto the first factor at each "point". Since p is a (weak) fibration, there exists a (unique) t in E(U) such that properties of a fibration in the sense of QuiMen's model categories [4] .)
We recall now the notion of exponentiation in our functor category We then have (This is well-known; see [6] , p. 258.)
. S e m i -s i m p ! i c i a l a p p l i c a t i o n
We now consider a particular situation. Let T = Oft-d , the category whose objects are finite ordered sets and the morphisms are weakly monotone maps. It is customary to consider the obvious countable skeletal subcategory whose objects are denoted n = {0 < 1 < 2 < ... < n} . As usual, the simplicial sets are the set-valued presheaves on this category. We describe a Grothendieck topology on Ohd and investigate the resulting notions of fibration and fibrant object. First we define a modified notion of topology.
DEFINITION. A weak Grothendieck topology is a category with a notion
of covering which satisfies all but the composition axiom for Grothendieck topologies.
A sheaf with respect to a weak Grothendieck topology has the obvious meaning. Certainly it also makes sense to speak of the (weak) Grothendieck topology generated by a partial collection of "coverings". Hence consider the set C ;
We thus obtain a (weak) Grothendieck topology generated by C . We call
Ofid with this topology the (weak) combinatorial site.
PROPOSITION 4. X is a Kan fibration iff X is a weak fibration on the weak combinatorial site.
First we have an easy lemma.
LEMMA. The following square is cartesian in 0>vd if i < j ;
available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0004972700024886
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Proof. The diagram commutes by the usual "simplicial" i d e n t i t i e s in 0>id . Suppose we want to f i l l in the dotted arrow in the following commutative diagram;
Let I be in m = {0 < 1 < 2 < ... < m} . First we claim e(l) t j -1 . 
Hence e(l) = e'(l) < i < j ; thus e{l) < Q -1 and (in the notation
Case 2. Suppose e'{l) > i . This splits up into two subcases. COROLLARY. X is a Kan complex iff X is a weak sheaf on the weak combinatorial site.
Fibrations on T : examples
It is also possible to obtain a notion of fibration on our ground site T . We have the fully faithful Yoneda embedding along which we can in some sense "pull back". Suppose 
PROPOSITION 5. E is a fibrant R-algebra iff for any faithfully flat morphisms S' -*• S 3 and homomorphism f -. E •*• S 3 for every e in E, fie) ® 1 = 1 0 fie) in S ® s , S .
Proof. By faithfully flat descent the lifting below exists iff the bottom oblique arrows are equal;
S'
' ^-• S
Nil

S ® s , S .
Also the following is true.
PROPOSITION 6. if E is fibrant then B -»• E is always a fibration.
Proof. Suppose we have the diagram 
PROPOSITION 10. Fibrant rings are rigid (that is, have no nontrivial automorphisms).
We now can produce many examples and non-examples of fibrant rings. Z i s t r i v i a l l y fibrant, and a l l subrings of the rationals are fibrant by 
A'
•* E .
In the terminology of Grothendieck [2] we conclude the fibrations are precisely the formally unramified morphisms.
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• Ut . Letting (-, -) denote horn (-, -) , this square becomes 
We then define t(X){s, f)=z. 
U» U)
We must show that (£F)(tU)(s, /)) = t(Y) [ (KF)(s), fF) .
By our definition of t this requires showing (10) p(Y){{EF){t(X)(s, f))) = h(Y){KF{s), fF)
and (11) where the maps mentioned appear in the following cube:
Proof of (10).
p{Y){EF)[t(X){s, /)) = (5F)p(X)(t(Z)( S , /)) by naturality of
by naturality on h , fF) .
Proof of (11) .
E[e i [FxX u )){t(X)(s, f))
by cube. Now using our definition of t and the naturality of t. , 
l ) i
This completes the proof of (11) and, hence, (9). We now assert that t satisfies our original two requirements, (l) and (2).
Proof of (1). This follows immediately from (7).
Proof of (2 Proof of (12). This follows immediately from (*).
Proof of (13). The maps mentioned in (13) come from the following cartesian square, -*-U.
u.
By the naturality of t. , Together with computation (1^), this completes the proof of (13) and thus, Proposition h.
